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PREFACE 

I have had a Iong standi ng i nterest i n the 

theatrical arts since, I decided to join a drama club 

bac k i n my hi gh school. Bei ng i nvolved there I Iearned 

that theatre is not s mply the act of observing actions 

and hearing speech made by people on a stage, rather, it 

i s 1i ve fIesh-and—blood performers generati ng 

imaginative responces in its audience and occasionally 

provoking the unexpected. There is a union and 

identification of each spectator with the spirit, 

emotions, and the e periences portrayed to the point 

that the observer is transported into the very midst of 

the illusion. Theatre is about communicating and 

stimulating a responce that can vary from sadness, to 

laughter, to even thought- The theatres vehicle is the 

human sences- Principally in a theatre one sees, hears, 

and percieves or comprehends, to the point that 

hopefully they will imagine the other sences of taste, 

smell, and feeling of the atmosphere projected-

Therefore, I decided I wanted to learn more about and 

perhaps better address the issues of contemporary 

theatre design. 
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I. THESIS STATEMENT & PROPOSAL 

PURPOSES: 

More and more people in our society ^re again 

discovering the magic of the live performing arts. 

Theatre has an amazing power to inform, stimulate, and 

entertain. Man possesess an instinct or habit of 

immitating or mimicking things or people that have been 

tied to folk and religious ceremonies concepts of 

ritual. Theatres origins and traditions go back well 

over twenty-five centuries in man's history. The United 

States had no distinct drama of its own until, after 

World War I- Until then, it relied on imports from Great 

Britían and contlnental Europe. But once started, 

American theatre grew astoundingly untiI it dominated 

the English speaking world in the 1940's and 50's. In an 

instant in the history of theatre, American theatre 

became a new powerfull phenomena-

Today, there are special interactions between 

audiences and actors that are being expanded and the 

traditional types theatre are even being challenged. 

Censorship has been abolished leaving the stage free to 

address what it wi11 - "Traditional Classical" drama 

finds itself healthy, but not the only concept in 

theatre today- Theatre can take place in a studio or 

outdoors on the street, where is has strong origins 

anyway. And theatre can perhaps be best described as the 



artist John Cage put it, "all theatre is life and alI 

life is theatre". 

Theatre or drama survived the classical world only 

in fragments with only a few wandering entertainers and 

rural folk customs intact until the Christian church 

adopted ritual drama as an educational and persuasive 

tool in its liturgies. By the thirteenth century, plays 

were also being performed outside by the church, in 

order to further promote its way of life and membership. 

This lead to plays no longer in Latin or directly tied 

to service, and subsequently caused rapid developments. 

These outdoor or "street" performances were given during 

daytime on temporary stages or pageant wagons (flat bed 

farm wagons), where the audience would stand around in a 

half—circle to watch, or more comfortably settled at 

windows of nearby buildings. 

So Theatre in the United States has become a part 

of our recently matured culture and society with all its 

political comentaries, excertions, satires, and 

examinations- Therefore, how American Architecture today 

addresses the theatre is key in the further development 

of a relationship which can either be mutually desirable 

or destructive- We need a state of the art theatre 

facility that is not just necessarily a building shel1 

but rather a place conducive to community involvement 

and quality theatre production. 



HYPOTHESIS: 

Many people have attempted to "improve" the spatial 

relationship between stage and auditorium. It is 

unlikely, however, that anyone will ever invent any 

unique new developments in this relationship, simply 

because the theatrical experience is based on the 

premise that the actors need a space in which to perform 

where the audience is in a position to see and hear 

them. When the physical form of the theatre is thought 

of in this context, it becomes apparent that there are 

really no different types of theatre, just only 

variations on a basic theme. But this is not to say that 

the architecture of a theatre is a relatively 

unimportant issue, rather, the majority of theatres 

built in the last thirty years are basically "black 

boxes" that lack sensitivity and conceal there 

intention, function, and liveliness. It is unfortunate 

that the casual observer can not read or identify the 

idea of "theatre" in these structures. This is in 

contrast to the magnetism, celebration, and majesty 

attributed to the theatres and theatre experiences of 

the past, e-g., the theatres of the street, and I 

contend that there is no reason that this could not be 

so of todays theatres. I will attempt to achieve this 

goal by symbolizing or synthesizing a "theatre of the 

street" idea into my project in part by three ways: 

through a compositlon of archetectonic elements 

symbolizing and representing the underlying order or 



elements of drama i n the street; by creati ng a "dressed 

stage" of the theatre building in its site, so as to 

bring some of the life of the theatre out into the 

street and vice versa, or by perhaps creating its own 

street, where people encountering the theatre, 

themselves become the actors in a production put on by 

the desi gner; and by openi ng up the "fort" or "bunker" 

so to speak;, with increased useage of fenestration as 

much as is functionally reasonable and possible. In this 

I seek to afford more natural lighting to interior 

spaces as well as viewages of activities to and from the 

various theatre spaces. 



DESIGN FOCUS: 

The city of Austin, Texas has been one of the 

fastest growing cities in the United States in the past 

two decades. With a population of over a half—million 

and increasing, the Greater Austin aireai has few 

significant sizeable live theatres, other than those 

offered by the University of Texas, which are restricted 

by usage to only those affiliated with the university-

Therefore, a substantial need in the community for a 

live theatre center is evident. In addition, Austin has 

growing entertainment and tourism industries which could 

benefit from and help support such a facility. 

I propose to design the Aust i n Li ve Theatre. My 

intentions, other than those stated in my purposes and 

hypothesis, are that this theatre will: enhance the 

commerce and vitality of central Austin by extending and 

relating the downtown entertainment corridor 

(principally the East Sixth St- axis); expand, support, 

and stimulate the arts communi ty at 1arge; and provi de 

the whole Austin community with a public trust dedicated 

to the preservation advancement and enjoyment of the 

theatre arts. This facility should provide a dynamic 

setting for the invention, rehearsal, and performance of 

classical traditional and perhaps other types of 

theatre. The facility is to have an environment suitable 

for the different aspects and usual activities 

associated with contemporary Iive theatre performance. 



LOCATION: 

The site I propose is on a presently vacant group 

of blocks, approximately 700 by 500 feet, just East of 

the original city plan's boundries, which is now all 

part of downtown, and is bordered by the U.S. Interstate 

Highway, IH-35 (see IIIs. 1-1, 1-2). 

Behind the site is a slightly depressed area which 

has scattered historical structures, monuments, and a 

minority college nearby. I feel that since this site 

would not involve the relocation of any businesses or 

resi dents peri od, and that i t would demonstrate a 

posi t i ve communi ty i nterest towar ds thi s areâ;, the 

political ramifications would be favorable for this kind 

of development. 

This site affords great potentials for future 

growth due to i ts si ze. Physi cal1y, i t has an 

interesting and varied topography- It is elevated up 

from the Interstate, which is sunken at this point (this 

is somewhat beneficial acousticaly). AIso, there is a 

generous supply of trees and vegetation, a small 

waterway, and views of Capitol Square and the Central 

Business District (see IIls. 1-3, 1-4). 
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II. GEQGRAPHY. GEQLQGY ^ WEATHER 

This chapter consists of a 1ist of geographical, 

legal, geological, and climatological data and 

i nformati on to be used or consi dered i n the desi gn of 

the theatre on the proposed site: 

GE GRAPHY; 

A. The si te i s I ocated i n centr al Texas at the 

approxifltate center of the City of Austin and Travis 

County not far from the Colorado River (see IIIs. 1-1, 

1-3). 

B. Coordinates of the site Sirei Longitude, 97 degrees-43 

minutes-45 seconds; Latitude, 30 degrees—16 minutes—15 

seconds. 

C. The entire site is basically oriented North—South-

D. The closest other major metropolis is San AntoniOy 

Tx., which is 78 miles South on Interstate IH-35 (see 

III. 1-1). 

E. Roadways and border streets are: on the North, East 

Eleventh St. for 450' (a substantial four lane two way 

with no parking which has bridge over IH-35); on the 

East, San Marcos St. for 680' (a two way residential 

artery with parking); on the Southn East Ninth St. for 

490' (a two way residential artery with parking that 

exists as a dead end before quite reaching IH-35); on 

the West, United States Interstate Highway IH-35 for 

11 



680' (with frontage access roads known locally as 

Interegional5 formerly East Avenue, bound one way north 

next to the site, no parking, see IIIs. 1-2, 1-4, 2-1, 

2-2) . 

F. There are two derelict streets named Tenth & 

Tenth-1/2 crossing the site as dirt or very old unused 

roads with no curbs and gutters. However these remain as 

city R.O.UI.'s at this point in time- AIso there is an 

alley, which isn't visually apparent, between Ninth and 

Tenth (see III. 2-2). 

G. The land use map denotes residential—urban type 

residential development that may include minor 

commercial and industrial areas wi thin. 

H. The site as a whole legally consists of four blocks 

totaling 35 lots and 3 R.O.W.'s (old roads and alleys to 

possibly be aquired, see III. 2-2). AIso there is one 

very small state owned lot (1680 sq.ft.).. The 310,000 

sq.ft. (7-1 acres) site is presently accessed based on a 

*2.62/sq.ft- land value. Therefore the total estimated 

land cost based upon this countv assesed tax value would 

be *853,000.00 for the entire partial. The owner of this 

property is The Austin Skyline Associate X Bennet 

Consolidated, 2333 San Ramon Valley Blvd- #450, San 

Ramon, Calf-. 

I. The current zonings on the property arBz the block on 

the northern port i on border i ng EI eventh i s, CŜ  

(Commercial Services - height limit 60', commercial or 

industrial activities which typically have operating 

12 
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character i st i C5 or traf-f i c servi ce requi rements 

general ly incompatable with o-f-f ices retail shopping or 

residential development); and the remaining three blocks 

D-f the site are, SF-3 (Family Residence - height limit 

35', single family dwelling & duplex, see III. 2-2)-

Surrounding zoning classi-f ications are o-f the same 

nature and include the CBD & DMU districts and there is 

a Historic overlay district-

J. There is a billboard facing South at the corner of 

IH-35 & Eleventh St- on the Northwest corner of the site 

(see III- 2-2). 

GEOLOGY; 

K. The site is above the 100 year flood plain and is a 

non-fIood prone area. 

L- Topographic elevations and contours vary between 

496.00 Zi 538.10 MLS (a 42.1 foot difference, see III. 

2-3). 

M- Geologic maps shows what is termed "The Austin Group" 

on the westerly portion of the site. This is described 

as chalk, marly limestone, and limestone, which is light 

gray, soft to hard, thin to thick bedded, and massive to 

slightly nodular) in nature. The remainder is of the 

"Upper Colorado River Terrace Deposits" ocatagory. This 

is described as gravel, sand, silt, and clay, which is 

orange-brown. 

N. Rock type maps show SOFT LIMESTONE that is described 

as grey to white, thick-to—thin-bedded chalk, marly 

l^ 
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limestone, and marl, on the western part of the site and 

SAND AND GRAVEL on the eastern side which is descrlbed 

as yelIow-brown and orange-brown sand, gravel, siIt, and 

clay, that is locally calichified. 

O. Soil maps indicate alluvial type soil of brown-red to 

brown—gray sandy loam and gravelly sand, that is 

noncalcareous, and 4—18" deep. 

P. Physical Properties of the site include: moderate to 

low slope stability; high infiltration capacity; low 

excavation potential; moderate foundation strength; low 

to moderate shrink to swell ratio; and moderate 

corrosion potential. 

Q- The average slope intensity is between 2—5 'Á but the 

site has slopes up to 33% in intensity. 

R. There is a generous supply of existing trees covering 

appro imately 40X of the site (see III. 2—4)-

WEATHER; 

S- The climate is hot and humid- The annual average 

temperature is 68 degrees. The winters aire mild, with 

the average daily maximum temperature in January, the 

coldest month, 60 degrees. Below freezing temperatures 

occur on an average of 23 days each year-

T- At times, rather strong northerly winds accompanied 

by sharp drops in temperature occur during the winter 

months, but these cold fronts usually last no more than 

2 a few days. 

U. Summer nights aire usually pleasant, with the average 
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minimum temperature in the low 70's. The average daily 

maximun temperature reaches 96 degrees in August. -̂  

k V. Average annual days of sunshine - 300 

W. Average annual rainfall 32.5 inches. -^ 

X. Average annual daytime humidity - 55X. 

Y- Normal temperature daily ranges: winter, 42-62 

degrees; summer, 73-94 degrees.' 

Z- Recomended design temperatures: winter, 25 degrees 

with winds between 7 and 12 MPH.; summer, 101 degrees 

dry bulb and 79 degrees wet bulb with daily temperature 
o 

swings of about 21 degrees. 
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On Site Looking North 
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III. SPACE QUALITY 

In this chapter there are discussions of what kinds 

of feelings, perceptions, or sences aíre to be sought as 

a result of the architecture created, as wel1 as what 

the various spaces are to do in the environment 

themselves. 

EXTERIOR AREAS AND APPROACH: 

There needs to be clear organization or a datum 

that physically and spiritually connects the street with 

the building- The building and its various elements aire 

to be situated so that the sites natural landscape 

accentuates, embraces, and integrates into a cohesive 

composition- In this way the theatre becomes connected 

with the street as opposed to turning its back on it. 

The theatre has origins in the street, so either it 

needs to relate to the street, or it needs to create its 

own street, or both. A procession or processions united 

(pedestrian and/or vehicular) will set the stage so to 

speak. The parking area should not be an open sea, but 

rather, become part of the compositions whole. Perhaps 

it could be located in a grove of trees or bermed around 

to assist in site acoustic treatments. From the parking 

areas the procession could continue on a scenic walk 

that leads the visitor in a less than straight forward 

or non-expedient manner up to the porch or canopy in 

29 



front of the foyer. Frank Lloyd Wright did this in his 

Kalita Humphreys Theatre in Dal1as, Texas. From this 

point one would enter the building where he would find 

the box office, and subsequently the coat & hat check in 

the lobby beyond. Though not visible, from this point 

on, would be the auditorium. A sence of discovery should 

be experienced through different stages or acts if you 

will of this trek. I feel the marqius place is at or 

near the street (perhaps where the existing billboard is 

located already), however a smaller version might be 

employed on the bui1ding as part of i ts composi tion f or 

aesthetic and symbolic reasons. 
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LOBBY & FOYER: 

The lobby needs to be elegant but not pretentious. 

It should be a place of celebration that evokes feelings 

of excitement, fun, arrival, and destination not unlike 

that of a train station's lobby. This is clearly a 

soci al gather i ng place that should emphasi z e 

spaciousness and encourage clrculation. A place to see 

and be seen and to hear and be heard. Colors should 

probably be 1ight and ful1 in contrast to those in the 

auditorium- The lobby is the main interior stage for the 

architects actors, these actors being the waiting 

audience or patrons. The set the architect creates 

establishes the context and mood of his play to take 

place here. Again, activity should be visible from 

outside the building or the street since, that is where 

much theatre originated from anyway- This kind of 

activity is what can create a magnetism that draws 

people i n to seek out and sati sfy their instincti ve 

curiosity- In addition, an upper lobby gallery could be 

used to flow into the balcony to further enrich the 

experience and spatial discovery. So in short, what I am 

saying is that the lobby is more than just an 

intermission space for guests to relax, smoke, drink, 

and stretch. 
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PUBLIC REST ROOMS: 

Restrooms aire all to often ignored aestheticaly and 

only considered necessary in terms of functionality and 

sanitary maintenance. These are probably the most 

personal spaces to be encountered by the public in this 

theatre and should therefore be given deserved 

attention. Here is an oppurtunity to extend the elegance 

and discovery of the theatre experience. Since the Rest 

Rooms must be designed to serve a maximum number of 

persons in a minimum span of time, as they will recieve 

thei r heaviest traff ic duri ng performance intermissi ons, 

they wiII be of considerable size and potential 

grandeur- This I feel offers the designer many more 

possibiIities of arrangement and configuration. They 

should be located directly off the lobby preferably 

easily accessable and visible from the auditorium and 

balcony exits- Elaborate uses of color and tile would be 

nice for these areas- There should also be allocations 

for valets. 
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AUDITORIUM & BALCONY: 

First and foremost the auditorium and balcony must 

provide a comfortable seated space for the viewing and 

hearing of a theatrical performance. "Any new theatre 

must be pleasing and comfortable if it is to attract 

more than the stoical few who will endure penitential 

discomfort, appalling sight—lines and drab surroundings 

in order to witness a live show."^ Cosiderations must be 

made for both the casual visitor and regular patron-

Sight-lines must be unobstructed taking into account the 

varlable sizes of people- Convenient access to and 

through seating, which is often lacking in many 

theatres, needs to be provided. Parking areas for 

wheelchairs with clear hearing and viewing lines should 

be allowed for and not necessarily in the reaLr of the 

auditorium. 

Intamacy during performances is a chief goal- It is 

generally agreed that for intamacy a maximum distance of 

70' from an seat to stage should be maintained. 

However, this doesn't mean crowded conditions, on the 

contrary, I see the space evoking similar qualities to 

that of a state house. It should also anticipate the 

event to unfold-

I believe that a theatre must be designed inside 

out, it is not merely to be seen from the outside. This 

means that the auditorium and stage aire the starting 

point or focus in a process of the art of organization. 

"The architect is a sort of theatrical producer, the man 
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who plans the setting for our lives- When his intentions 

succeed, he is like the perfect host who provides every 

comfort for his guests so that living them is a happy 

experience. Ordinary people who become the Architects 

actors find themselves in the creation of a theatre and 

must be put on stage in a natural way otherwise the 

whole thing becomes a fiasco- He must be aware that what 

i s ri ght i n one cultural envi ronment can easiIy be wrong 

in another".-*"'̂  

Correctly used color and texture can accentuate and 

express the character of a building- -̂  Deep saturated 

non—refIecti ve warm tones should be used i n the 

auditorium for several reasons as follows- First, dark 

non—refIective colors reduce the possibi1ity of unwanted 

shadows in the space- Second, warm tones can be 

associated with feelings of gaiety and recreation or 

entertainment- Third, deep saturated rich colors can 

emphasize a feeling of intimacy or cozyness in the 

space. Keep in mind that these a.re not definite rules 

but rather impressions I find to be valid for the 

context. ^ Smooth hard textures Are almost always bad 

acousti caly and should be avoided however, what i s 

smooth does not necessarily have to be hard (i.e. some 

manufactured acoutic panels). Therefore, if properly 

consi deri ng acousti cs when selecti ng or desi gni ng 

surface materials a sufficent variety of textures can be 

employed. I wish to also consider the possibility of 

controlled operable daylighting in the auditorium 
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compartment, like that in Ernst Gisel's Parktheatre in 

Grenchen, Switzerland, which could prove to be 

beneficial during daytime operations and for other 

theatre uses such as chamber musi c, Iectures, and 

17 daytime theatrical performance intermissions. ' If such 

a device is used then orientation should be carefully 

considered-
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OFFICES: 

There aire several different offices as follows: 

Stage Manager, Director, Designer, Technical Director, 

Costumer, Musical Director, Publicity, Business, and 

their conference room- First of all, no matter what the 

location, every office should have a window to outside 

and a bui11 i n bookshelf. In general these of f i ces 

should be in the same general location to permit 

supervisory coordination and interaction- However, the 

Stage Managers office needs to first be in a position to 

control backstage activity and the Box Office close to 

the Business Office- Offices should provide a reasonably 

quiet and pleasant environment to get work done in with 

privacy. They should be of adequate size to hold both a 

desk and a drawing table, and should have plenty of 

natural and artificial light, and be climatically 

comfortable- The individual offices should be fashioned 

and adorned in a way so as to recognize the achievement 

and expertise of the occupier, not unlike any other 

professi onal would expect. 
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STAGE HOUSE: 

The general mood of the entire stage house should 

be the work place not a place of leisure- This does not 

imply ugliness or lack of design attention. Everything 

should be planned to achieve the product goal in the 

most efficient and prodigious way. It is a tool or 

instrument to be played by the entire company- It is a 

complex machine. It should be able to perform many 

operations simultaneously. 11 addresses the auditorium 

and i s not a whole entity by i tself and yet it i s 

separate. You might compare it to the camera body and 

the lens with the theatre company being the photographer 

that captures a subject and presents it simulation. 

Colors need to be dark and non-reflective to 

eli mi nate unwanted shadows and hi de any possi ble 

unintentional viewages by the audience. Textures should 

be utilitarian and generally sound absorbtive as much as 

possible to facilitate noise control from backstage area 

work rooms. Flat black or dark blue will be the 

predomi nant color used on walIs and alI equi pment and 

apparatus. There should be a minimum of ornamentation on 

the procenium arch so as not to complicate the scene 

designer's problem or to distract from the action on 

stage-18 
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GREEN ROOM: 

The Green Room serves as a waiting place for actors 

and musicians not on stage at a given moment during 

performances. Here they await for there cues to go on-

This is the chief purpose for this space but there are 

other uses as wel1. It serves as a conference area for 

actors and there directors, and informal meeting room 

and lounge. It may have vending machines and a 

kitchenette that can be used to prepare food for and 

during performances- Its also often serves as a 

gathering place behind stage after performances- It 

should have sunlight a view and perhaps a terracGm In 

short this is an off stage room for all personnel 

involved with the theatre. '̂  Its there living and dining 

rooms and not for the public generally. 
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DANCE STUDIO & REHEARSAL ROOM: 

The Dance Studi o wi11 serve pr i mar iIy as a 

classroom for teaching and practicing acting, dance, and 

movement when it is not possible to use the stage. The 

Rehearsal Room is used for rehearsing the action of a 

drama that wiII be presented on the main stage- AIso, it 

is to be used by singing and playing musicians and the 

orchestra for rehearsing scores when it is inconvienent 

to use the orchestra pit in the auditorium- These spaces 

should be in the same vicinity- These rooms should both 

have high ceilings and good accoustic properties and 

20 insulation- These rooms should have large bays of 

glazing-
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MAKEUP, DRESSING, & PRIVATE REST ROOMS: 

The Makeup, Dressing, and Private Rest Room areas 

all function together to serve as the places where the 

actors and musicians prepare for dress rehearsals and 

performances. Also, it is where they change out of 

costume, shower, wash, and remove makeup after a 

performahce. 
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SCENE SHOP: 

First of all the scene shop consists of three major 

divisions a) a scene painting dock b) a carpenters shop 

and c) the properties shop. I see visions and 

i mpressi ons of old pumpi ng or electri cal stati ons wi th 

large bays of operable windows- High ceilings makes 

sence for fIats and other stage scenery and equi pment, 

comfort in terms of heat, fumes, and lots of natural 

Ii ght. Structural elements should be c1ear and 

emphasized, not hidden. Materials should be very 

utilitarian. A strong sence of place of work or 

fabrication, a factory 1ike environment in the positive 

sence (a place where one could build virtually anything 

he could want). Activity in the shop should be clearly 

seen from the outside just Ii ke the lobby. want 

action, activity and Iife to be noticeable in this 

theatre from a distance during non-performance hours-
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V. ANALYSIS OF SPACE 

This chapter examines and focuses on the special 

materials, equipment, and design criterion pertaining to 

the speci f i c spaces or groups thereof. These 

requirements are broken down into four basic catagories 

as follows: Size; Paths of Approach and Egress; 

Structural Considerations; and Apparatus and 

Furnishings. Included also in this section is an 

activity analysis matrix and relationship diagram 

(bubble diagram) showing the affinities between the 

various areas (Re. IIIs. 4-1 & 4-2). 

LOBBY Sc FOYER (also serves as exhibition space) : 

1. Size; 

a. AIIow for at least 5 sq-ft. for every seat in the 

auditorium with an average ceiling height of 18' 

or about 67,500 cubic feet-

b. Accomodations for a standing reception of about 

700 people. 

2- Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Provide direct access from the main entrance 

(audience entrance) via a foyer for thermal and 

acoustic considerations. 

b. Provide direct access into the auditorium via 

Ii ght proof and sound i nsulat i ng barr i ers or 
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passageways. 

c. The box office, coat check room, and 

bar/concessions should all have direct contact 

within this space also. 

d. There should be plenty of doors for heavy rushes 

of people. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Low frequency sound vibration transmission 

through structural members needs to be consldered 

when designing interface with the auditorium 

structure. 

b. Sound and light isolation to the auditorium. 

c. Potential high amounts of glazing and doors. 

d. WalI mounted di splays. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Telephone booths. 

b. Provisions for smokers. 

c- Perimeter couches. 

d. Convienence outlets for cleaning, maintenance, 

and displays. 

e. Dimmer controled general 1ighting. 

f- Paging and address system. 

g. Electr i c water coolers. 

h. Beverage and cocktail rests-

i. Complete HVAC systems-

j. Premier or Billing board (posters and bullitens). 

k. Variable display lighting. 

I. Ticket collector and ushers stations. 
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m. Moveable display cases and panels. 

n. AshwelIs. 

BOX OFFICE: 

1. Size; 

a. An approximate volume 500 cubic feet. 

b. An area large enough to accomodate a assigned 

type tickets rack, treasures, company manager, 

and a safe. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. At least two ticket windows into the foyer and 

perhaps another to an entry porch. 

b. Teller access door into the booth. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Acoustic and light isolation from the auditorium 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Good i1umination and task Iights. 

b. Intercom to the business and publicity offices-

c. one convienence outlet for cleaning. 

d- Ticket counter and teller type window. 

e. Cash and change drawer. 

f. Assigned ticket rack. 

g. Tel1er stool. 

h. Floor safe or built in strong box. 

i. HVAC service. 

j- Illuminated price listings as well as chart for 

seating arrangement of the entire theatre 
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including the balcony. 

k. Calander for posting available seats and prices 

for performances. 

1. Public address system. 

m. Silent police call alarm. 

COAT & HAT CHECK: 

1. Size; 

a. An approximate volume of 700 cubic feet. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. A wide open service counter to the lobby. 

b. Porter access door into the space. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Garment racks strong enough to carry 500 to 700 

heavy coats. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Good even iIlumination. 

b. Security doors for use during performances-

c. Long type coat racks with wood hangars. 

d. Hat racks. 

e. Umbrella & Cane stand. 

f. Claim check dispenser. 

g. Parcel shelves. 

h. Lost & found bin. 

i. Porter stool. 

j. HVAC service. 
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PUBLIC REST ROOMS: 

1. Size; 

a. Each rest room (mens & womens) should serve at 

least 15 (minimum) persons (including a valet), 

engaged in various activities at various 

fixtures, in the room at a given time. 

b. An approximate volume of 3000 cubic feet should 

be allowed for each public rest room. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Direct access from the lobby via a doorway, 

unless a lounge is incorporated into the design 

to serve as a passageway between the two-

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Provisions for plumbing walls that can support 

speci f i ed f i xtures and pi pes. 

b. Flooring adequate to support heavy vitreous 

china and enameled steel fixtures. 

c. CarefuII sound isolation must be provided in 

relation to the auditorium and balcony. AIso 

avoid unwanted flushing noises in the lobby as 

much as possible. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Valet stat i on. 

b. Even direct illumination. 

c. Convienence outlets for cleaning and 

Maintenance. 

d. Ground fault lavatory service outlets. 
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e. Mirrors. 

f. Soap dispensers. 

g. Towel dispensers. 

h. Toilet paper dispensers. 

i. Waste receptacles. 

j. HVAC service. 

k. Exhaust air systems. 

I. Water closets (2 min. for men, 5 min. for women) 

m. Urinals (S min. for men)-

n. Wash basins (3 min. for men, 5 min. for women)-

o. Stall enclosures for water closets and urinals-

p. Stools for dressing and makeup tables and valets 

q. Sanitary napkin dispensers. 

r- Sanitary napkin waste receptacles. 

s. Soundproof telephone booths. 

t. Electri c water coolers. 

u. Illuminated signs. 

V. Ashwells. 

AUDITORIUM & BALCONY: 

1. Size; 

a. Accomodations for a seated audience of 700-900. 

b. An approximate volume of 95,000 cubic feet (based 

upon 7 sqft/seat with the use of a balcony). 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Direct access from the lobby via a light proof 

and sound insulating barrier or controled 
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passageway. 

b. Adequate and clearly marked additional emergency 

exits complying with all pertinent and applicable 

fire protection codes-

c. Easily identifiable aisles for movement within 

the auditorium space. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Provisions for a balcony and any boxes to provide 

more seating and thus a more intamate space. 

b. Allocations for stage lighting beams from the 

ceiling of the auditorium. 

c. Consider placement of projection and spotlight 

booths and portals. 

d. AIIow for ceiling catwalks and ladders to 

lighting elements. 

e. Provide for support of acoustical surface 

treatments and house lights. 

f- Low frequency sound transmissions that could 

occur through the earth and surrounding building 

structure must be carefully handled (i.e. the 

interstate highway noises). 

g. Space must be virtually free of vertical internal 

supports (large spans to be designed). 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Fold up seating completely upholstered. 

b. Director's station in the center of the front of 

the lower floor with intercommunication console 

and floor jacks. 
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c. Orchestra pit and hydraulic lift. 

d. Hanging pipes in lighting beams, booths, and 

portals. 

e. Speakers and grilles. 

f. Aisle carpets and runner lights. 

g. Exit lights. 

h. Balcony railings. 

i. Convienence outlets for cleaning and maintenance 

J. Dimmer controlled house lighting sufficient for 

reading programs. 

k. Isolated HVAC systems with vibration isolation 

and air devices of an extreemly quiet nature. 

1. Sound reinforcing system for performances and 

pre—curtain and intermission music and 

announcements. 

ORCHESTRA PIT: 

1. Size; 

a. Should be adequate to accomodate up to 20 

musicians with their instruments including a 

piano and conducting podium. 

b. The pit when the lifts are lowered should be deep 

enough to conceal the orchestra from the 

audiences view. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. A small removable stair should be provided for 

access from the stage level into the pit. 
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b. Provide entrances from both sides of the pit to 

a small cellar or tunnel that furnishes a cross 

over underneath the stage to eliminate the 

necessity of crossing behind the acting airea 

during performances. 

connecting into the rehearsal room. 

c. If there is doors, they should be at least 6'-8 

high, in order to eliminate the possibility of 

head injury. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Allocations for the hydraulic lifts in the 

forestage areai that create the orchestra pit 

when lowered. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Provide a permanent electrical connection for 

music-stand lights. 

b. Provide a dimmer to control all music-stand 

lights. 

c. Convenience outlets for cleaning and maintenanci 

d. Wood no arm chairs and stools. 

e. Conductors podium. 

f- Music stands. 

g. intercom to stage manager's and director's 

stations. 

h. Piano that can be stored in the tunnel or 

cel1ar. 
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OFFICES: 

1. Size; 

a. Each office should be about 1500 cubic feet 

except for the Business Office which should be 

twice as large. 

b. Each office should be at least large enough to 

accomodate one supervisory person with a desk, 

drawing table, lay table, filing cabinets, 

bookcase, and three chairs. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Provide direct access from a shared general 

reception area. 

b. Offices need to be in close proximity to each 

other as much as possible. 

c. Offices should be arranged in a manner so that 

they are most accessible to the related areas 

they supervise (i.e. the Stage Managers Office 

needs to be very near or next to the 

Stage House). 

d. The offices need to be in close proximity to the 

conference room as much as possible. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a- Windows in alI offices are to be provided where 

possible. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a- Convienence outlets. 

b. Good even illumination and task lighting. 

c. Desk. 
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d. Chairs. 

e. Drawing stool. 

f- Small bulletin board 

g. Bookcase. 

h. File cabinet. 

i. Telephone outlet. 

J. Drawing table. 

k. Lay table. 

I. Drapes and blinds. 

m. HVAC services. 

STAGE HOUSE: 

1. Size; 

a- A hybrid of the traditional procenium and open 

stage types with the later being composed of 

adjustable stage lifts that can be used to 

accomodate extra seating, an orchestra pit, or a 

set level change-

b. The procenium arch will be approximately 36' wide 

and 24' high (ratio of 1.5 to 1). Stage rear will 

be about 70' wide by 40' deep and 75' high or 

210,000 ft3. Forestage will be roughly 25' wide 

and 20' deep extending into the auditorium. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a- The forestage should have some form of steps down 

to the auditorium floor and or into the orchestra 

pit. 
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b. It is mandatory that stage rear have either 

direct lateral access from the scene shop 

(i.e. carpenters, paint, & properties shops) or 

use an elevator for direct vertical access (If an 

elevator is used then it must have direct lateral 

access to the stage). 

c. AIso the electricians shop and qiuck change room 

should be right next to the stage. 

d. Adequate and clearly marked emergency exits must 

be provided on both the stage floor as well as 

the catwalks. 

e. Stage rear must have main entrances at both stage 

left and right with restricted public access. 

3- Structural Considerations; 

a. Entrance from stage or orchestra pit to cellar-

b. Orchestra pit (with min. door height 6'-8")-

c- Hydraulics for forestage area. 

d. Stage trap doors, lifts, and tunnels. 

e. Special edge-grained yellow pine wood floor 

constructi on. 

f- 18' minimun giant stage scenery door. 

g. Emergency fire doors. 

h- Smoke hatches on roof-

i. Rigging and counterweights. 

J. Gridiron, catwalks, and ladders. 

k. FootIi ght trough. 

I. light bridges. 

m. Space must be virtually free of vertical internal 
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supports (large spans to be designed). 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Inner procenium arch with adjustable valance 

panels and black curtains adjustable on heigth 

and width. 

b. FIyway systems (ri gging, counterweights, Iocking 

Sc pin rails, cyclorama, etc...) 

c. Radium walI clock. 

d. Asbestos Curtains. 

e- Fire extinguishers and fire hose cabinets. 

f. Stage managers console. 

g. Hi-Jacker lift and its storage place. 

h. Electrical stage floor boxes. 

i. Backstage sound system with portable speakers. 

J. Microphone floor Jacks. 

k. Electric water cooler. 

I- Complete HVAC systems. 

GREEN ROOM: 

1- Size; 

a. Large enough to seat 20 persons comfortably 

b. A volume of about 5000 cubic feet. 

2- Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Must have very close proximity to the 

stage house, dressing rooms, and private 

toilets. 

3. Structural Considerations; 
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a. Sound isolation from the stage performance area 

and auditorium needs to be provided-

b- Glazing bays and possible terrace-

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Provide good even iIlumination. 

b. Convenience outlets for cleaning and 

mai ntenance. 

c. Electric stove and 220v outlet. 

d. Vending machine outlets. 

e. Refrigerator. 

f- Actor signal-call system from the stage manager' 

and director's stations. 

g. Speaker or video monitor which relays the 

performance on stage-

h. HVAC services. 

i- Double bowl stainless steel kitchen sink. 

J. Kitchen cabinets. 

k. Show-bi1I-poster frames. 

I. Couch. 

m. Arm chairs. 

n. Armless chairs. 

o. Tables 

p. Drapes and blinds. 

q. Ashwells. 

r. FuII length mirrors. 

s. Clothes lockers. 
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REHEARSAL ROOM: 

1. Size; 

a. The floor area must be at least as large as the 

acting area on the main stage (about 25' by 25') 

to allow for duplication of actions and props to 

take place in the real performances. 

b. An approximate volume of 9000 cubic feet is 

anticipated. 

c. Must be large enough to house orchestra 

rehearsals and tryout of up to 30 musicians-

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Should have clear and adequate passageways for 

moving props to and from the stage and shops for 

rehearsals. 

b. This area should be in close proximity to the 

Green Room and Private Rest Rooms. 

c. There should be stairs going down to a tunnel or 

cellar that leads to the orchestra pit and 

under—stage trap doors. 

3- Structural Considerations; 

a. Support for a smalI Iight grid. 

b. Stairs down to tunnels or cellar. 

c- Must have sound isolation from the Stage House, 

Auditorium, and Dance Studio in the event of 

si multaneous useages. 

d. Space must be free of internal vertical 

supports (considerable spans involved). 

4- Apparatus and Furnishings; 
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a. A small lighting grid for rehearsals. 

b. A small dimmer control panel for rehearsals. 

c. Good even indirect illumination (perhaps a 

perimeter light cove or similar device). 

d. Convenience outlets for cleaning maintenance 

and props (floor as well as wall receptacles) 

e- Directors desk 

f- Foldable chairs or stackable benches. 

g. Ashwells. 

h. Piano-

i. Electric water cooler. 

J. HVAC services. 

DANCE STUDIO: 

1. Size; 

a. The floor area must be at least as large as the 

acting area on the main stage (about 25' by 25') 

to allow for duplication of movement and props to 

take place in the real performances. 

b. An approximate volume of 10,000 cubic feet is 

anticipated. 

c. Must be large enough for up to 15 dancers 

simultaneously and adequate to contain perhaps 50 

persons waiting for tryouts-

2- Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. This Breai should be in close proximity to the 

Green Room, Stage Entrance (behind the 
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building), Private Rest Rooms, and Dressing 

Rooms. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a- Must have sound isolation from the Stage House, 

Auditorium, and Rehearsal Room in the event of 

si multaneous useages-

b. Space must be free of any vertical supports 

(considerable spans involved). 

c. Large bays of glazing. 

d. Custom dance floor construction. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. FuII length wall mirror (minimum 8' high)-

b. Wood dance bars mounted on wall. 

c. Fold up chairs or stackable benches. 

d- Good even indirect illumination at floor level-

e. Convenience outlets for cleaning and 

maintenance-

f- HVAC services. 

g. WalI mounted or fIoor standing fans. 

h. Two electric water coolers-

MAKEUP, DRESSING, & PRIVATE RR'S (consolidated): 

1. Size; 

a- Each Dressing area (men & women) must serve 

12-15 persons. 

b. An approximate volume of 2000 cubic feet for each 

dressing room is anticipated. 
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c. The Makeup areai will serve up to 18 persons with 

an approximate volume of 2700 cubic feet-

d. The toilet and shower areas will be approximately 

1700 cubic feet each. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. These areas must be adjacent to one another or in 

fact consoli dated. 

b- Close proximity to the Green Room, Stage House, 

i s necessary. 

c. Close proximity to the Rehearsal Room and Dance 

Studio is desireable. 

d. Indirect access to all shops and offices is to 

be observed. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Support of piping and heavy fixtures and shower 

stalls needs to be addressed (plumbing walls). 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Even indirect illumination. 

b. Convenience outlets for cleaning and maintenance. 

c. Ground fault outlets at wash basins. 

d. Clothes lockers. 

e. Shower benches-

f. Towel racks. 

g. Stall enclosures for water closets, changing 

areas, make up stations, and urinals-

h. Mirrors, full length and counter. 

i. Shower stalls with doors. 

J. Water closets. 
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k. Wash basi ns. 

I. HVAC services. 

m- Exhaust air system. 

n. Mirror lights at makeup stations. 

o- Soap dispensers. 

p. Paper towel dispensers. 

q. ToiIet paper dispensers. 

r. Sanitary napkin dispensers (womens areas only) 

s. Sanitary napkin waste receptacles. 

t. Waste receptacles. 

u. Makeup station stools. 

V. Dressing stall curtains or doors. 

COSTUME SHOP (includes dye shop): 

1. Size; 

a. Enough space for the operation of 5 sewing 

machines around a two central cutting tables. 

There also has to be room for garment racks, 

fabric bolt cupboards, dye vats, and laundering 

equipment and operations. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. There needs to be direct access to the Costume 

Storage Vault. 

b. The Costume Shop needs to be close to the 

Dressing Rooms for last minute alterations and 

repairs during performances. 

c. An approximate volume of 9000 cubic feet. 
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3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Considerations for windows. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Two cutting tables 4' by 8'. 

b. Two wall mounted ironing boards. 

c- Two full length mirrors. 

d. Five dressmakérs or tailors busts 

e. Cabinets for tools and supplies. 

f. Waste baskets. 

g. Scrap materi al bi ns. 

h. Laundry area cabinets and shelves 

i. Clothes drying racks. 

J. Washing machine. 

k. Dryer-

I. Laundry sink. 

m. Steam press. 

n. Extractor. 

o- HVAC services. 

p. Stools and chairs. 

COSTUME STORAGE VAULT: 

1. Size; 

a. An approximate volume of 10,000 cubic feet. 

b. Provide at least 200 linear feet of garment 

hanging rods. 

c- Provide shelf space for hats and shoes. 

d. Provide drawers for smalI items like scarfs. 
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stockings, gloves, tights, Jewelry, e t c -

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Needs direct access to the costume shop. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Weight of large numbers of garments on clothes 

rods and there supports. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Hanging rods and wood hangers. 

b- Drawer cabinets. 

c. Shelving. 

d. Good i11umi nati on. 

e. Insect prevention equipment. 

f- Humidity control equipment. 

g. Fire extinguisher. 

h. Self closing sealed doorway-

ELECTRICAL SHOP Zi STORAGE: 

1- Size; 

a. A combined volume of 3500 cubic feet. 

2- Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a- Direct access to the Stage House near the 

lighting grid is required. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Heavy security door to equipment storage room-

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Good even indirect illumination. 

b. Convenience outlets over workbench and in floor 
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c. Work bench and cutting table. 

d. Task lights over work bench-

e. Storage bins for various electrical connectors 

f- Storage cabinets. 

g- Gelatins cabinet. 

h- Lamp cabinet. 

i. Instrument battens for instrument storage. 

J. Cable racks. 

k. Tool câbi net. 

I- Fire Extinguisher. 

m. HVAC services to shop area. 

LIGHT «í SOUND CONTROL BOOTH: 

1. Size; 

a. Space for up tp four technicians (2 lighting & 

2 sound) the lighting control console and tape 

and sound ef f ects machi nes. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Access via non-public areas is prefered. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Sound isolation from the Auditorium and Balcony, 

b. Operable sliding window for observing 

performances on stage. 

4- Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a- Stage lighting dimmer control console. 

b. Chairs. 

c. Good i11umi nat i on. 
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d. Low level task lighting. 

e. Conveni ence outIets. 

f- Sound system equipments. 

g.Equipment racks and shelves. 

h- Intercom and headsets to stage manager's and 

director's stations. 

i. HVAC services. 

J. Stage performance speaker monitor. 

SCENE SHOP (paint, carpentry, & properties shops): 

l.Size; 

a. Must be adequate to house 20 people working 

simultaneously on construction and repair of 

large pieces of scenery (usually 18' high). 

b. Must allow space for some power equipment and 

benches. 

c- must be adequate to house 10 people working 

simultaneously on construction of stage 

properties at a given time-

d- Must have a wall space large enough to house a 

20' high by 45' wide paint frame with dock and 

pit. 

e. Preliminary estimate is a volume of 72,000 cu-ft 

(18' high). 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Loading dock and roll up door for recieving 

scenery, equipment, and materials Sf supplies. 
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b. Must have large doorway to move scenery onto 

stage. 

c. Should have human scale doorways for ordinary 

useage to stage and loading dock (fire exits). 

d. Immeadiate access from the properties storage 

area is desireable since props a^re continuously 

reused and modi f ied. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Paint frame, dock, pit & drain. 

b. WelI f or wash i ng fIats. 

c. Large stage service door. 

d. Large Ioad i ng doc k door-

e. Sound insulating walls between adjoining spaces. 

f- High ceiling clearance. 

g. Large tall bays of glazing. 

h. Heavy items such as power equipment. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. paint frame, weights and control system. 

b. steam table. 

c. paint cabinet and barrels. 

d- doub1eboiIer. 

e. fireproof inflamable paint cabinet. 

f- ventilated brush cabinet. 

g. powder bins for dry pigments-

h. fire extinguishers and fire hose cabinets. 

i. deep well sink with hot and cold water with hose 

connections. 

J- hose racks 
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k. heating, ventilating, and exhaust systems. 

1. shop wall clock. 

m. time clock. 

n. telephones. 

o. 1umber rack. 

p. tool and supply cribs. 

q. flat construction airea. 

r. work benches. 

s. plenty of convienence outlets. 

t. air compressor and tank. 

u. wood lathe. 

V. dril1 press. 

w- Joiner. 

X. radial arm saw. 

y. band saws (one wood one metal). 

z. power outlets in floor boxes for heavy equipment 

aa. shop emergency electrical shut—off station. 

bb. provide good general illumination and task 

lighting-

SCENE STORAGE: 

1. Size; 

a. Tall enough space for flat storage (20' minimum) 

b. Scene flat storage dock 6' wide-

c. Platform storage area 20' high and 20' to 40' 

wide and 12' deep. 

d. Storage for extra large props that won't fit in 
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the properties storage area. 

e. An approximate volume of 60,000 cubic feet 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Clear direct access to the scene shop is 

required. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. Loft for upper storage. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a. Ladder or stai r to Iof t. 

b. Ceiling hoist or wenches. 

c. Good even i1lumination. 

d. Convenience outlets for cleaning-

e. Draperies rack. 

f- Scene dock. 

g. HVAC service. 

PROPERTIES STORAGE: 

1. Size; 

a. An approximate volume of 25,000 cubic feet or 

more. 

2. Paths of Approach and Egress; 

a. Direct access to the Scene Shop is required. 

3. Structural Considerations; 

a. No special requirements. 

4. Apparatus and Furnishings; 

a- Good even i11umination-

b- Convenience outlets for cleaning. 
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c. HVAC services. 

d. Lots of furniture storage racks. 

e. Plenty of shelves for hand props 
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Foyer 

Lobby 

Auditorium 

Balcony 

Stage House 

Box Office 

Scene Shop 

Costume Shop 

Gostume Storage 

Electricians Shop 

Electricians Storage 

Dance Studio 

Rehersal Room 

Green Room 

Quick Change Room 

Dressing Rooms 

Makeup 

Priva te Rest Rooms 
Orchestra P i t 
Light Sc Sound Booth 
Stage Managers Office 
Direc tors Office 
Designers Office 

Tech. Dir. Office 

Costumers Office 

Musical Dir. Office 

Business Office 

Publicity Office 

Printing Room 

Conference Room 

Janitors Closet 

Mechanical Room 

Electrical Room 

ACTIV TY ANALYSIS 

ILL. 4-1 

Public Rest Rooms 

Coat & Hat Check 

Scenery Storage 

Properties Storage 

Adiacencv Legend 
O - imperative 
O - desirable 
• - complement 
A - unimportant 
A- imdesirable 
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Relationship Diagram 

ILL. 4-2 
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V. ESSAY N VIS N. HEARING. ti SEATI NG 

Drama is an experience which is entirely reliant on 

the auditor's sences o-f sight and sound. These two 

sences are sometimes competative, but in an theatre they 

become compatable, and the designer's job is to make 

them complementary. The chie-f goal is to create an 

environment that a+íords the greatest possible 

stimulation o-f the sensors of both systems. These 

systems sensors are arranged in pairs (right and le+t) 

that physically share location in the head along the 

same horizontal plane. At this plane the brain recieves 

binocular and vision and stereophonic sound information 

signals that are interperated and percieved internally. 

The -fields of optics and acoustics are physical studies 

of vision and hearing and both have shared properties of 

the phenomena of reflection, refraction, diffraction, 

21 
and absorption which are key to theatre design. 

Lines of Sight: A line of sight or sight line is 

the path of vision from the viewer s eyes to the subject 

he or she is observing. Along this path the spectator's 

optic nerve receives rays of light that are converted 

into information, which is in turn interpreted by the 

brain. In relation to auditorium design, where the 

occupants are seated watching a stage, one has to 

provide good sight lines which are void of obstructions. 

A good sight line in this case consists of lacks of 

- - „ nx the stage in the range of hinderence in viewing of tne si-.iyt= 
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angular displacements of the head and eye which are 

considered comfortable (see III. 5-1)- Good sight lines 

are gauged by the following two criterion which define 

the field of vision needed in auditoria: vertical sight 

lines; and horizontal sight lines. 

A vertical sight line is the angular path of vision 

in the vertical plane above and below obstructions 

between the viewer and subject- This is usually 

concearned with the heads of intervening spectators or 

physical restrictions such as railings and balcony 

soffits (see IIIs. 5-3, 5-4).^^ 

A horizontal sight line is the angular path of 

vision in the horizontal plane between or around 

obstructions between the viewer and subJect- This i s 

concearned with the heads of spectators in the row or 

rows immeadiately in front of buiIding components such 

24 
as box divisions and columns (see III. 5-2)-

Lines of Hearing: Lines of hearing or hearing lines 

are defined as the paths by which radiated acoustical 

energy from a source reaches the hearing apparatus of a 

reciever. Along this path the listener's eardrum and is 

stimulated by linearly traveling sound waves that are 

converted into information, which is in turn interpreted 

by the brain. In any space these waves are encountered 

both directly and indirectly, which establish two 

criteria in auditorium design: direct hearing lines; and 

25 
reflected hearing 1ines. 

Direct hearing lines follow the same path as a 
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EASY HEAD MOVEMENT 

5" - 12.7cm 
MEAN OIMENSION 
EYE TO TOP OF HEAD 

4A"- 111.lcm 
MEAN EYE HEIGHT 
FROM FLOOR 

3 4 " - 86.4cm 
AVERAGE DIMENSION 
FLOOR TO THEATER 
CHAIR TOP OF BACK 

2 3 " - 58.4cm 
AVERAGE DIMENSION 
FLOOR TO TOP OF 
THEATER CHAIR 
ARM REST 

1 6 " - 4 0 . 6 c m 
AVERAGE DIMENSION 
FLOOR TO TOP OF 
THEATER CHAIR SEAT 

6 0 ' MAXIMUM HEAD ROTATION 

45" EASY HEAD MOVEMENT 

THEATER SEAT WIDTHS 
MAXIMUM 2 2 " - 55.9 m 
AVERAGE 2 0 " - SO.Ícm 
MINIMUM 18" - 45.7cm 

Avfirage Dirn r̂̂ .'̂ i nns Of '^h^- Seated Human 

ILL. 5-1 
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Horizontal Sight Line 

ILL. 5-2 

Vertical Sight Line; Every-row-vision 
ILL. 5-3 

Vert ical Sight Line; Every-other-row-vision 

ILL. 5-3 
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sight line. Therefore if good sight lines are provided 

then good direct hearing lines are provided so long as 

no transparent mediums like glass (which dont restrict 

sight) are involved- 26 

Reflected hearing lines follow a planear ricocheted 

path, where the angles of incidence and reflection are 

equal when encountering a hard surface (soft surfaces 

absorb), by which the listener recieves the transmission 

indirectly. Such hard surfaces include the side walls 

and ceiling of the auditorium as well as the stage 

27 
enclosure (see II1 - 5-5). 

Anthropometri cs and Seating Desi gn: The di mensions 

in III- 5-7 are recomended values and standards for 

seating and auditorium design, and also from 

illustration 5-1 are the normal and maximum eye 

rotations, establishing fields of vision to be accounted 

for. Since humans are more comfortable and their minds 

are more attentive, especially for extended periods, 

when the body is seated, this is why we have seating in 

auditoria. AIso when an audience is seated, as opposed 

to standing, there are fewer problems with good 

sight-Iines, since leg length varies more than that of 

4-1. 4. 28 the torso. 

The re are t w o b a s i c k i n d s o f t h e a t r e c h a i r s ; t h e 

s e i f - r i s i n g and t h e s e l f - r i s i n g / r e t r a c t i n g - p u s h b a c k 

wh ich a r e b o t h i l l u s t r a t e d i n I I I . 5 - 7 - The s e l f r i s i n g 

f e a t u r e i s a c c o m p l i s h e d by means o f a h i n g e d s p r i n g 

l oaded b o t t o m s e a t c u s h i o n mechanism t h a t f o l d s up when 
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Ceiling reflection (3) 

Stage enclosure 
reflection (4) 

Direct 
sound path 

Wall reflection {2} 

Direct and reflected sound paths 
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Direct souna y— 

(1 
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gap 

Reflected sound 
A 

\ 
} 
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^^^ * The initial-time-delay gap 
should be less than 
30 mílliseconds (path diff. 
< 34 ft} for good listening 

conditions. 

1 
1 ^ 

Time in milliseconds 

Time graph 

The listener in the above auditorium will hear the direct sound first ^"^, after the initial-time-delay ga^ 
reflections from the walls, ceiling, stage enclosure. etc. This is indicated by the •^J" - J ^ ^^^ r̂aPh 
which show the direct soúnd foliowed by the reflected sounds (at lower sound pressure levels) arr.vmg 
after an initiál-time-delay gap. 

Sound Paths in Auditoriums 

ILL. 5-5 78 



the seat is unoccupied- The retracting-pushback feature 

slightly pivots and slides back the seat on a rail or 

track enabling a walking person to easily pass in front 

of a already seated occupant without forcing them to 

r i se or stand. Bac k-to-bac k mi n i mum spac i ng on 

self-rising rows is usually about 36" and 39" is for 

rows equiped with the retracting-pushback f eature-^^9 

There are three possible arrangements of auditorium 

seating with respect to sight-Iines. First, is laterally 

nonstaggered seats which have every—other-row vision-

This conf igurati on i s generalIy consi dered i nadequate. 

Second, i s IateralIy staggered seats whi ch have 

every—row vision- This configuration is ideal but seldom 

possible due to overalI efficiency and total capacity 

needed. Third, a compromise between the forementioned, 

is laterally staggered seats which have every-other-row 

vi si on- To i mprove stagger, mi x ed wi dths of chai rs 

between 20 to 23 inches can be employed to gainfull 

30 
interspersion (see III - 5-8) - -̂  

There are four basic plan types or forms that have 

evolved in western theatre today. All of them provide 

seating for all of the audience on orchestra and balcony 

levels. The useage of private boxes has almost 

completely been phased out, especially in the United 

States, since there is no longer class segregations 

needed or desired. The four are as follows: 1) the 

fan-shaped auditorium with proscenium stage; 2) the 

fan-shaped auditorium with proscenium, apron, and 
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CONTEMPORARY 

1870 — 1970 

FAN-SHAPED AUDITORIUM 

PROSCENIUM STAGE 

FAN-SHAPED AUDITORIUM 
PR0SCENIUM,APR0N, 
CALIPER STAGE 

AUDITORIUM 

ORCHESTRA 

STAGE 

NO SCALE 

PARTIALLY ENVELOPING 
AUDITORIUM 

THRUSTSTAGE 

FULLY ENVELOPING 
AUDITORIUM 

IN-THE-ROUND STAGE 

Contemporarv Theatre Forms 

ILL. 5-6 

CHfllR SIZE LINE 

Self-rifeing Self-rising/retract 

heatre Chair Dimensional Dwgs. 

ILL. 5-7 

Either 
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Laterally Nonstaggered 
Eve ̂ -other»row Vision 

Laterally Staggered 
Every-other-row Vision 

Laterally Staggered 
Every-row Vision 

Seating Arrangements 
ILL. 5-8 
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caliper stages; 3) the partially enveloping auditorium 

with thrust or Elizabethan stage, which is the form I 

intend to work with in the Austin Live Theatre; 4) and 

the fulIy envelopi ng auditori um of the i n-the-round 

31 stage concept (see III- 5-6). 

There are two styles or f ashi ons of auditorium 

seating, the Aisle and the Contentinental - In addition 

the Aisle system has two subgroups, the Radial and 

Parallel arrangements- ^ 

In the aisle system seats are limited to 14 

side-by-side per open row (aisles on both sides) and 7 

side-by-side per closed row (aisle on only one side), 

because of f i re code requi rements. The cont i nental 

system allows for rows with seating of up to a 100, and 

is more adaptable to irreguiar auditorium floor plans-

The aisle system accesses its occupants through the rear 

wall of the auditorium, through two or more doorways. 

The continental system accesses its audience through 

doorways directly located at the ends of every 3 to 4 

rows of seating (in other words for every 3 to 4 

adjacent rows there are two doorways, one located at 

each end)- These minimum back-to-back dimensions will 

also vary from 36" for aisle systems to 39" for that of 

the continental style. Efficiency in numbers of seats 

per 256 sq.ft- ranges from: 48 for the 

continental-side-Ioading; 46 for the parallel aisle; and 

41 for the radial aisle- Since continental style affords 

the greatest efficiency in the auditorium and 
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flexibility in terms of shape I will probably adopt this 

method in the Austin Live Theatre project. AIso the 

continental fashi on usualIy affords a Iesser ma i mum 

distance from the stage through the reduction of needed 

33 numbers of rows. -̂-̂  
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VI. ESSAY DN THEATRF Arni IQT JQQ 

The reality of theatre as an art is a matter of 

direct communication between performers and the 

audience. This communication is principaly achieved 

through the human sences of si ght and sound. Good 

acoustics, stage lighting, and sightlines were al1 

considered of primary importance in even the most 

ancient theatres. The area of Architectural Acoustics 

deals with concearns of hearing in or around buiIdings. 

Its goâl is to make the environment best serve the 

functions intended. Today, acoustical and lighting 

techniques in theatres and other buildings have aquired 

an increased level of complexity to the point of being 

specialized consulting fields in themselves- However 

thi s does not release the designer f rom the 

responsibility of at least getting a basic understanding 

of the subject since, an integration of fundamental 

principals into the design at the earliest possible 

stage of development is vital for sucessfull performance 

in this criteria. "Acoustics is one of the new 

environmental sciences that has just become a recognized 

and respected discipline within the past half century-" 

314-
In designing a theatre, a good acoustical 

environment is chiefly dependent on the following :-̂ ^ 

1. Sound Isolation; All ambient or background noise, 
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both originating from outdoors and within the building, 

either naturally or artificially generated, must be 

reduced and controlled so that it doesn't interfere with 

performances. Selecting a location that is as far as 

possible from troublesome noise generators (i.e. air 

traffic routes) will greatly ease the complexity of the 

problem. -^ Devices such as a) road beds below grade b) 

earth berms c) landscaping walls d) tree groves at least 

100' deep and e) considering building orientation 

relative the basic source-path-reciever principle can 

all reduce the level of noise reaching the boundries of 

37 the building (see Ills. 6-1, 6-2).-^' Another strategy is 

to lay out different compartments and activities to 

insure proper separation both vertically and 

horizontally so that unwanted noise is not directly 

transmitted--^^ Structural elements also have to be 

watched because they can transmit low frequency 

waveforms.-^^ Mechanical and electrical equipment such as 

motors, fans, compressors, pumps, transformers, etc-, 

must be acoustically insulated- They should be mounted 

wi th sound i solators (i.e. vi brat i on pads, spri ng 

40 
isolators) in properly designed and located spaces-

Wall floor and ceiling constructions should be of high 

insulating values especially in the stage-auditorium 

compartment, mechanical room, electrical room, and 

shops- Based upon noi se Ievels i n dec i bels and 

frequencies of wavelengths generated in these rooms 

especially during performance and reherseal times 
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E x t e r i o r Sound B a r r i e r s 
ILL. 6 -1 

Barriers can be effectiveiy uscd to reduce outdoor noise, partícularly high frequency sound such as 
vehicie tirc whíne. Howevcr, low frequcncy sound such as vehicle rumble and cngine roar tends to 
díffract past barriers. Actual attenuation in decibels can be cstimated for various barrier configuratíons 
by thc curvcs on the fol lowing page. 

Poor 
No acoustical shielding 
from landscaping 
(See page 94 on landscaping 
attentuation from woods) 

:iiiikiiiW\iiiiAUniiiknA|iViiiuiiiiiiiiiiiiH^iiii 

• Better 
Roadbed below grade 

^ ^ 

• Best 
Elevated roadbed plus 
shield of earth berm 

WH^lMililiilllilllHlhllllllllilHiilUW 

Natural barriers 

Surface absorption 

in corridor 

n i 
iiilaumii uiH|iiuitfUiim\^n\m\iBiiUki: 

Good isolation provided 
by roof and ceiling construction 
with absorption in attic space 
from stored items 

fc^iwim^oiv ,̂ 
*UK, m ̂ •j^WwiVM^llRMnt'll* 

Enclosed corridor as acoustical barrier 

N O T E : Heavv veHicu.a. Ua«.c .e.esents a ' ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ t ^ Í ' ^ ^ 

: . ' , : 7 o : 4 " V " U r h t e ^ ; e r c r l ^ a , . r . e " U ^ t ' - r ^ o i n ^ w . . e ^ B .ecav .o. eac. aou..in. o, 

dístance from the inverse-square law. 
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Landscaping As Sound Bar r ie r 
ILL- 6-2 

Trees and vegetation are not normally effective as sound barriers. For example, dense planting at least 
100 feet deep will provide only 7 to 11 dBs of sound attenuation as shown by thecurve below AIso 
deciduous trees provide almost no shielding durlng the months when their leaves have fallen 

Not this 

Single row of trees 
has no value as an 
acoustical barrier 

Greater than 100' 

^yya/| But this 

Many rows of trees 
have some value as an 
acoustical barrier (see 
data below) 

Ref.: T. F. W. Embleton, Sound Propagation in Homogeneous Deciduous and Evergreen 
Woods, XAcoust . SocAmer . , Vol . 35, No. 8, August, 1963. 

15 

10 

5 

0 

™— „ 

63 125 250 2000 4000 500 1000 

Frequency Ín Hz 

Typical noise attenuation of deciduous and evergreen woods per 100 ft 

NOTE: It was also found by Embleton that amplification (no mid-frequency attenuation) occurred within 50 ft of 
the sound source due to resonance of tree trunks and branches! 

8000 
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surface treatments should be selected and installed-

Generally the insulating power of a barrier construction 

i ncreases wi th i ts wei ght- However non-homogeneous 

constructions with air spaces within them tend to have 

better characteristics than that of solid constructions 

of the same weight- AIso barriers of more than one type 

of construction or composite constructions (i.e. 

windows) will tend to have an effective insulating power 

^l of the lesser construction. 
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2. Room Acousti cs; Room acoustics are effected by 

volume, interior surface shapes, surface material 

selecti on and placement, and audi ence seati ng and 

furnishings. Performance sounds must be sufficiently 

loud for clear and easy comprehension by the audience-

Problems in this regard are inevitable when rooms 

approach 250,000 cubic feet in volume- The average voice 

is only acoustically powerfull enough to be clearly 

heard in rooms of less than 25,000 cubic feet. For rooms 

larger than this artificial amplification and assistance 

is needed- The auditorium should be designed for the 

optimum recomended reverberation time for the types of 

activities occuring. The reverberation time is a measure 

of the prolongation of sound in a room after the source 

has ceased to transmit or the time in seconds that it 

takes the original sound level to decrease by 60 

decibels after the source has terminated- The greater 

the volume of the room and the lesser the absorbtive 

properties of the surface materials the longer the 

reverberation time will be- -̂  In addition to just 

appropriate reverberation times, the auditorium needs 

even distribution and diffusion of sound throughout the 

entire space- If this is not done echoes, sound absent, 

and sound focused zones within will occur (see Ills-

û-3, 6-4). Overall size and shape of the room effects 

LL 
this greatly (see III. 6-5). The seating arrangement 

should be planned so as to bring the audience in as much 

as possible to the source or stage. Sloping floors aid 
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D i s t r i b u t e d And Reflected Sound 

ILL. 6-3 
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Reflection. Diffnsjon. Anâ Diffractinn 

ILL. 6-4 
• Reflection 

flected sound path 

X > 4 X 

Reflection is the return of a sound v^ave from a surface. If the surface is large 
compared wi th the wavelength of sound, the angle of incidence " i " wil l equal 
the angle of reflection " r . " For example, 1000 Hz corresponds to a wavelength 
of 1 f t so surface dimensions (length & widlh) of about 4 \ or 4 ft will reflect 
sound at 1000 Hz and above. 

• Díffusion 

X = X 

Typical sizes (XI are 3 to 10 ft with depths 
of 1 to 2 ft. 

Diffusion is the scattering or random distribution of a sound wave from a 
surface. It occurs when the surface size equals the wavelength of sound. 
Diffusion does not "break up " sound-sound is not fragile or britt lel It 
merely changes its direction when it strikes a hard-surfaced material. 

• Diffraction 

x<X 

C3W Small objects of a few 
inches or less 

Diffraction is the bending or • ' f lowing" of a sound wave around an object 
(or throughanopening). For e.ample, a car concealed by a bu.lding can 
be heard even when it cannot be seen-the sound bends around the cornerl 
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Acoustics Tn Curvfid T?ni^^ 

ILL. 6-5 

Cylindrical forms can cause annoying focusing problems, which can be corrected by treatments A and 
B shown below. 

Problems Solutions 

Focused sound A. Surface undulations 

Large-scale, random-sízed 
surface undulations provide 
diffusion to minímíze focusíng 
of reflected sound. 
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Creep B. Sound-absorbing treatment 

Acoustically transparent material 
(e.g., wood or metal grille) conceals 
actual enclosure, which can be treated 
wíth sound-absorbíng materíal. 
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both in sight-lines and acoustic properties (see 111-

6-6) - Size, shape, distribution, and orientation ô ^ 

acoust i c ref1ect i ve surfaces or panels i s very 

important. They should be designed to provide projection 

of all -Frequencies of sound into all areas of the 

auditorium. For example the Mâve length of a 200 Hertz 

(cycles per second) frequency, which is important for 

speech intelligibility, is about 5-1/2 feet- This 

1ow—frequency wave then would require a surface this 

large to reflect or ricochet it from the source onward 

Lc: 
without distorting it. -̂  Surface irregularities provide 

usefull distribution and diffusion that eliminates most 

echoes and focusing effects (especially when applied to 

the rear walls and balcony fronts (see 111. 6-7)- An 

echo or doubling of sound occurs when a sound repeats 

wi th a delay of one—seventeenth of a second or more-

This results from distant reflective surfaces such as 

the rear walls of the auditorium- This one-seventeenth 

of a second at the speed of sound cooresponds to a 

distance of 34 feet. Also parallel side walls can cause 

flutter echos by reflecting waves between them- This can 

be remedied by slightly pitching these walls or applying 

absorptive materials- Concave surfaces tend to give 

rise to sharply focused echoes that create spots of 

intense sound concentration that defeats uniformity-
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AcQustics In Audience Seating 

ILL. 6-6 
Note that the arrows, which are called "rays." only indicate 

the direction of sound travel, as sound is a wave 

phenomenon. 

O O O O O O O 

A Sound level outdoors falls off w i t Î L d i s t ^ e a n d i r o ^ ^ 
""' S í ^ ^ ^ S í ^ í i í ^ ^ - - ^ ^ ' " ^ ^° ^ ' ^ inverse-square law and also by 

audience attenuation, as sound grazes the seated aud.ence. 

Sloped seating reduces audience attenuation, and 

- provides good sight lines (which usually mean 

good hearing conditions). 

B. Sound level o u t d o o r s i a M i o f l o n l y ^ ^ 

Hard sound-reflecting ceiling surface le.g., plaster, wood. 

concrete) provides useful reflected sound. 

Reflected sound path 

Direct sound path 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

C. Reflected sound from ceiling re 
inforces Hirent sound level indoors^ 
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Echo Gnr\±r^nl 

ILL. 6-7 
Potential echo-producing surfaces should be treated with efficient sound-absorbing materials or shaped 
as shown below, where the forward ceiling is lowered and reoriented to provide uscful reflections. 

o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Potential echo-producing surfaces 

Revised forward 
ceilíng profile to 
prevent echoes 
and provide useful 
reflections 

"Deep" sound-absorbing 
treatment for rear wall 

M^— echo control (see details 
** below) 

O O OO O o o o o o o o o o o o o o 

Revised ceiling profile 

Wood siats* 

Sound-
transparent 
materíal 

1 " fuzz (min.) 

Wood furring 

2 " or more 
air space 

Open-backed 
carpet 

Perforated 
backup board 

At Ieast40%open 

"Deep" echo treatments 
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3. Suqqested Auditorium Desian Procedures; Step-by-step 

procedures for a typical auditorium with seating 

capacity in the range of 1000 to 2000 seats are outlined 

below; 

A. Site Considerations: Place the auditorium on a quiet 

exposure, as much as possible, far away from highways, 

flight paths, etc-.. 

B. Location within the Buildings Use corridors, storage 

spaces, and other quiet "buffer" spaces to isolate the 

auditorium. No adjacent rehearsal rooms or mechanical 

equipment rooms under the stage. Avoid occupancy above 

the auditorium. Select enclosure STC's (sound 

transmission class rating) from appropriate published 

standards. All doors should be solid-core and gasketed 

around their entire perimeter and should not contain 

return air grilles- Avoid sliding or roll up doors-

Treat corridors and lobbies with generous amounts of 

sound-absorbing materials-

C- Space Uses In order of importance; Dramas, musicals, 

chamber music recitals, and lectures- Consequently, a 

full-frequency time delay responce sound system will be 

required. 

D. Volumes In an auditorium with upholstered seats and a 

sound-absorbing rear wall for echo control, the average 
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ceiling height is usually about 20T; where T = 

mid-frequency (500/1000 Hz) reverberation time in 

seconds. For our situation the prefered reverberation 

time is 1.2 to 1.4 seconds (In general large rooms 

should be nearer the higher value). Therefore, our 

average ceiling height is 28'. Preliminary shape can be 

based on architectural considerations; and seating 

geometry can be arranged to give all the audience good 

sight 1ines (e.g., elevated seating layouts) as wel1 as 

to minimize the distance to the performing area. 

E- Reverberation Time: Use the Sabine equation T = 0.05 

V/a at 125,000, and 4000 Hz; where V = room volume in 

cubic feet, a = absorbtion in sabins of the surfaces. 

This is the formula generally used by the measurement 

laboratories. Published absorption data on most building 

materials are intended for use in this formula (see 

appendix). The following general guidelines can be used 

to select finish materials. 

a- CEILINGs The central area (about 80%) should be 

sound-reflecting, e.g., plywood, gypsum board, or 

plaster on lath; the perimeter along both sides 

and rear only (about 20%) can be sound-absorbing, 

e-g., acoustical tile (see 111. 6-8). 

b. S DE WALLSs Sound-reflecting and diffusing with 

as many irregularities such as coffers, splays, 

and undulations as possible (see 111. 6-9). 

c. REAR WALLs Treat with a "deep" sound-absorbing 
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Acoustics In Geiling Shatte 

ILL. 6-8 

Ray-diagram analysis índicates that the hard, sound-reflecting flat ceillng shown below provides useful 
sound reflections covering the entire seating area. However, by carefully reorienting the ceiling, as 
shown by the lower sketch, the extent of useful ceiling reflectíons can be increased so that the middle-
rear seats actually receive reflections f rom both ceíling planes. 

Flat ceiling 
Area of useful reflections 

li.e., reflections from same 
direction as the source.) 

Average ceiling heighl (H) in auditoriums w/upholslered seals 
and absorptive rear walls for ccho control is approx. related 
to the mid-frequency reverberation time (T) as follows; 

H : ^ 2 0 T 

Reoriented ceiling 

Useful reflections 
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Acoustics In Side Wall Shane 

ILL. 6-9 

Ray-diagram analysis is also important in the horizontal plane for study of side wali sound reflections. 

These reflections are very important Ín creating a subjective imprcssion of space. The dashed lines in the 

example rectangular shape below indicate a preferred side wall orientation to provide useful sound 

reflections. 

^ ^ y 

Poor distribution from this 
surface, as listener at L 
would hear tong-delayed 
reflection or echo 
—reorient wall. 

"A 

Rectangular shape 

Reoriented wall also provides 
better distribution toward rear of room. 

Large-scaie diffL|sing 

surfaces 

Sound-absorbing 
materíals (see 
details on page 150) 

Poor distribution from this 
surface—reorient as above. 

Focused sound at L from 
concave rear wall. Listener 
would hear echo. 

Fan shape 

Treat concave rear wall 
with sound-absorbing 
material to prevent 
focusing and echoes. 
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finish. 

d. FLOORs Carpet all aisles, e cept in front of the 

stage, to aid in footfall noise control. Use 

fabric-upholstered seats (never leatherette),with 

perforated seat pans. Absorptive seating wi11 

help provide stable reverberation- That is, the 

reverberation time should be nearly the same when 

the auditorium is full as when it is partially 

occupied. 

As stated before the mid-frequency reverberation time T 

should be in the range of 1.2 to 1-4 seconds- The 

low-frequency reverberation time (125 Hz) should be 

about 1.4T (which is about 2 seconds) , and the 

high-frequency time (4000 Hz) should be 0.8T (which is 

about 1.1 seconds) to give overal1 fulIness and warmth 

to music- It is important to check the reverberation at 

high frequencies since too much usually means "harsh" or 

"rasping" 1istening conditions. (Don't forget to include 

air absorption, which may be a significant consideration 

at high frequencies in large 1istening spaces.) On the 

other hand, at low frequencies too much reverberation 

usually sounds "boomy," whereas too little sounds 

"shrill-" 

F- Ray-diagram Analysiss Use ray-diagram graphics to 

properly orient the ceiling and side walls, especially 

near the procenium, so they will provide useful sound 

reflections (i.e., reflections with less than 34 ft. 
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difference from the direct sound path). 

G. Background Noise Levels: First select the prefered HC 

(noise criteria) levels in auditoriums (i.e., 

essantially "inaudiable "; no masking is wanted here) 

and adjacent spaces. In our case the NC range is 20 to 

30 which corresponds to equivalent dBA levels of 30 to 

40- The mechanical system must meet criteria by 

controlling air velocities at room registers, and by 

using internal sound-absorbing duct 1inings and/or 

mufflers to prevent duct-borne noise in both the supply 

and return air systems-

H. Stage Enclosure: Shape for good distribution and 

diffusion. The stage house reverberation should be 

approximately equal to that of the auditorium. The 

orchestra pit, sized at about 20 sq.ft. per musician 

should have a removeable sound-absorbing curtain along 

its rear wall (see 111. 6-10)-

I. Sound-reinforcing Systems Provide a central space 

just above and in front of the procenium opening with 

line of sight to all seats for the sound system's 

cluster coverage pattern- The height of the procenium 

opening (i-e., about 20 to 30 ft at the front of the 

stage) is generally determined by the need for stage 

enclosure- The sound system control console should be 

located at the rear of the auditorium in the Light & 
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Acoustics In Stage Enclosures 

ILL. 6̂ 10 
On stages where music îs important, sound-reflecting and diffusing surfaces are useful near the source of 
sound. These surfaces help to distribute sound uniformly throughout the listening area and provlde 
good lîstening condittons on stage, where it is essential that musicians clearly hear each other to perform 
as a coordinated group. The enclosure can often be designed to be easily erected and dismantled and 
to be stored compactly without interfering with other stage functional requirements. 

Large-scale sound-reflecting 
and diffusing panels (e.g., plywood, 
damped sheet metal, or plasterboard) 
about 2 psf density 

Symmetrical about (^ 

Plan of stage and apron 

Stage loft 

Sound-
reflecting 
and diffusing 
panels 

i 

Stage toft should 
be about 2H 

Proscenium opening (H) 

Apron 

Orchestra pit 

Stage house section 
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Sound Control Booth which can be opened to the main 

space by means of a plate-glass port. It is important 

that the system operator be able to hear the sound he is 

controlling. 

J. Balcony Considerations: Use balconies to increase 

seating capacity and/or to reduce the distance to the 

farthest row of seats. Keep the overhang shallow (i-e-, 

depth less than twice the opening height), slope the 

soffit, and treat the face with sound-absorbing material 

(see 111. 6-11). 
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Acoustics In Balconv Design 
ILL. 6-11 

Face 

0 0 

t 
0 

aonii 

0 0 0 0 

Not this 

Persons seated deep under a balcony, or side aisle in a church, cannot receive 
useful reflected sound f rom the ceiling and wíll hear poorly. 

But this 

Concert hall 

In a concert hali D should not 
exceed H because symphonic 
music requires considerable 
reverberant sound as well as 
diffusion of the sound. 

Opera house 

In an opera house D should not exceed 2H. 

Motion-picture theater 

In motion-picture theaters and similiar 
facilities D should not exceed 3H; 
although as in opera houses, 2H is the 
preferable l imit. 
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^- Checklist for Effective Room Acoustics Desiqn=^8 

A- The level of the background noise must be 

sufficiently low to avoid interfering with the intended 

activities. 

B. Sound energy must be evenly distributed throughout 

the space. 

C. Avoid echoes and focusing effects; and in small rooms 

havi ng relati vely 1i tt1e sound absorpt i on, avoi d any 

shapes which might emphasize certain frequencies (e.g., 

the ratio of any two of the length, width, and height 

dimensions should not be a whole number)-

D. The desired sounds must be sufficiently loud. Shape 

room surfaces to provide useful sound reflections- If 

size and space use require a sound—reinforcing system, 

carefully integrate the system with the room acoustics 

design. 

E- Provide the proper reverberation time 

characteristics. The reverberation time must be long 

enough to give proper blending of sounds, and yet short 

enough that there is proper separation of successive 

sounds necessary for concise audibility. In rooms for 

both speech and music there is a natural conflict- For 

example, a long reverberation time is desireable for 

music so that successive notes blend together, giving 

richness- However for speech the reverberation time 

should be short so that the persistance of one syllable 

does not blur or mask subsequent syllables-
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F- Provi de a short enough i n i ti al-ti me-delay gap f or 

early reflections. Initial-time-delay gaps should be 

less than about 30 milliseconds (i.e., a sound path 

difference of less than 34 ft.) to provide useful 

reinforcement of the direct sound. 
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VII. CASE STUDIES 

THE KALITA HUMPHREYS THEATREs 

Also known as the Dallas Theatre Center 

Dallas, Texas (1959) 

End stage with flanking side stages 

Architect: Frank Lloyd Wright 

Stage consultants George C. Izenour 

Seating capacitys 444 in 11 rows 

The bulk of the structure consists of reinforced 

concrete cantilever construction, with a 127 ton forty 

foot diameter cylindrical stage loft that is the main 

focus of the design both internally and externally- The 

entire plan is ordered on a 60 by 120 degree angled grid 

with no 90 degree angles encountered, even on stairways.^ 

The building has a strong horizontal emphasis in terms 

of its forms and fenestrations. This small intimate 

theatre is equiped with a permanent structural cyclorama 

(supporting the stage loft) and a thirty-two foot 

diameter revolving stage turntable covering the main 

performance area under the stage loft--̂  The 1.5 acre 

site, adjacent to Turtle Creek, is sloped and has a 

considerable amount of trees which conceal the structres 

base from the road. The entrance and foyer-lobby faces 

away from the road and parking areas toward the rear of 

the site as was typical of much of Wright's designs-

There is no proscenium and the source of stage 
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illumination was a "light plenum" above a slotted 

auditorium ceiling which has been removed so that the 

fixtures are no longer concealed-^"^" This was done 

because of stage dark spots and shadows encountered. 

Aesthetically, this I feel has almost destroyed the 

original character and unity of the room. Two smaller 

cylinders house ramps and stairs down to the cellar to 

avoid what Wright called, "dirty old scenery stage left 

52 
and right." The terraces are above the main level and 

cantilever beyond with perimeter planting that was 

originally intended- The cellar or lower level contains 

workshops and classrooms. 

Wri ght fundamental1y believed that theatre should 

be what he termed, "in the round", but in this building 

the audience didn"t surround the stage. Perhaps he was 

refering to the stage design and its turntable, rather 

than an arena form. nstead, Wright told us that he 

sought a stage—audience relationship which is analogous 

to the viewage of a piece of sculpture versus a that of 

a painting, in which the audience could be both intimate 

53 

with a play as wel1 as contemplate it. 

Famed actor Charlton Heston termed it "clearly, the 

only new theatre built in 300 years-" But, behind stage 

there were problems such as the service ramps for moving 

large scenery from shops and storage below and was 

eventual1y solved by the 1ater i nstal1ati on of an 

5^ 

elevator, which Wright had forbiden. This was 

installed shortly after his death, just after the 
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building was completed. Also, the rigidity of the 

permanent cyclorama, to support the cylindrical stage 

loft is somewhat testimony to the partial failure of 

Wright's stated intention, "to liberate the stage from 

the shackles of tradition-"'^-'^ Another problem with the 

theatre is as theatre consultant and acoustics expert 

George C- Izenour put it, "so far as structural 

isolation and acoustic privacy from one space to another 

is concearned, it is an acoustical swiss cheese." 
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Kalita Humphrevs Theatret Plan 

ILL. 7-1 

Kalita Humphrevs Tbfiatre! Section 

ILL. 7-2 
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Kalita Humphrevs Theatre; Interior 

ILL. 7-3 

Kalita Humphrevs Theatre; Exterior 

ILL. 7-^ 
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PARKTHEATRE: 

Grenchen, Switzerland (1955) 

Standard proscenium stage configuration 

Architect: Ernst Gisel 

Assoc. Arch. and Project Supervisor: Giovanni Crivelli 

Seating capacity: 600 in 20 to 25 rows 

The Parktheatre was designed as a community center for a 

small municipality where it houses many activities such 

as drama, opera, concerts, banquets, balls, caberet 

performance, and town meetings. The floor is terraced 

rather than raked and equiped with removeable seating so 

that tables and chai rs can be substi tuted- Also a 

gallery with moveable partitions at stage right in the 

auditorium can be opened to accomodate an additional 150 

spectators or 95 diners. The upper side walls of the 

audi tori um and gal1ery are glazed and equi ped wi th 

operable vertical louvers to manage natural lighting. 

There is also an indoor/outdoor restaurant, community 

hal 1, and small hotel in the complex.-^ 

What intrigued me with this theatre was 3 things: 1. the 

convertability from a regular drama useage into a 

dinning-drama purpose; 2. the possibility of using 

windows or skylights which would afford natural sun, 

star or moon lighting into the auditorium at desired 

times; 3. The possible integration of ancillary 

activties such as food service, housing (weather short 

or long stay), and any other activity which could 

improve, support, or accentuate a theatre organization. 
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Park thea t r e ; Plan 

ILL. 7-5 
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l 
Park thea t r e ; Sect ion 

ILL. 7-6 

Parktheatr-Pi F.xterior 

ILL. 7-7 
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Parktheatrftî nte"^^ ^^ î -f r ral lerv 

ILL. 7-8 

Par'ktheatrp^ Tnte r io r Of Sta^e, 

ILL. 7-9 
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TOTAL THEATRE: 

Never constructed (1927) 

Variable multiple-form stage 

Architect: Walter Gropius 

Seating Capacity: 2000 

This theatre was designed for renowned stage 

director Erwin Piscator but was never built. However, it 

is a forerunner, but not a prototype of many of the 

variable theatres we have in existance today which has 

complicated the design of theatres even further. Gropius 

set out to solve the problem of having multiple theatre 

configurations with one auditorium- The building was to 

be able to metamorphasi ze i tself i nto three basi c 

theatre forms: as an arena stage or theatre in the 

round; a proscenium type stage configuration; as an 

Elizabethan type or thrust stage arrangment. This 

concept has 1ead however to the sucessful1 development 

of hybrid or convertable Proscenium/Open-Thrust stage 

arangements for clients who feel they can only afford to 

57 

buiId one theatre versus two or more separate ones-^ 

Gropius^ s scheme was to be achieved, though never 

real1y worked out, by means of an i mmence mechanical1y 

revolving central floor- Projected scenery around both 

the stage and the auditorium was to integrate the 

audience with the scene of the play, making them a part 

of the action- But, the main problem with this building 

according to theatre consultant and acoustical expert 

George C. Izenour is that the inevitable dome form with 
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its concave surfaces invited almost certain acoustical 

disaster that could not be resolved.^o 

Even with these major problems and short-sights the 

building is still architecturally significant- It 

demonstrates a creative method and approach to an 

evolution in theatres which strive to provide a better 

relationship between the performances actors, actions, 

and environment with the audience-
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Total Theatre: Varjable Plan.̂  

ILL. 7-10 

Proscenium Mode 

Three-quarter or Thrust Mode 

In-the-round Mode 
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Total Theatre; nterior Axonometric 

ILL. 7-11 
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Total Theatre; Exterior Axonometric 

ILL. 7-12 
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VIII. ESTIMATED DEVELOPMENT COST 

According to George Izenour the renound theatre 

consultant: "Financing theatre buildings in the United 

States during the last century and especially since 

World War II has involved a mostly unstable mixture of 

equal parts of optimism, pragmatism, and despair, 

59 tempered by the inevitable facing up to fiscal reality." 

Unreality where theatre building is concearned is in 

direct porportion to initial fiscal gullibility of the 

cli ent-owners and budgetary culpabi1i ty of the 

architect-designers- Contributing fully to the 

difficulty is the short-lived nature of the dramatic 

performance itself, in contradistinction to architecture 

with its sence of place as a permanent visual reality-

Continental European experience in this regard, unli ke 

that in the United States, is heir to a long tradition 

of royal and princely patronage with state and municipal 

government subsi dy-" 

There is no longer in the United States the 

illusion that a theatre is, or ever can be, a profitable 

institution financially- However, the maturing American 

culture is realizing the other values and responsibi1ity 

of supporting such cultural entities- Endowments, tax 

deductable donations, and municipal bonds are the real 

mainstays of the construction and operation costs of 

theatres today, not box office sales. 
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EST MATED BUnf^FT 

ILL. 8-1 

AMQUNT PERCENT 

A. DIRECT BUILDING COST: 

General construction. - .$1^ 153,000 54.37-

HVAC systems isa, 000 8 

Electrical wiring. 233,000 11 

Plumbing. - 68,000 3.2 

Auditorium 8< balcony seating .--66,500 3-1 

Furnishings - 146,000 6-9 

Subtotal A - . *1, 832, 500 86. 57. 

B. THEATRE EQUIPMENT: 

Forestage & orchestra pit lifts *40,250 2'Á 

Stage lighting -...-----......--.-70,000 3.3 

Stage & auditorium special steel------72,OOO 3-4 

Stage & auditorium rigging............89,000 4 

Sound reinf orcing system. 16,000 0.8 

Subtotal B- ........ - - - $287, 250 13. 57. 

C- TOTAL DIRECT BU LDING COST: 

A + B = Subtotal C - »2,119,750 1007-

D- NDIRECT COSTs 

Site purchase - - ... . - -*853,000 

Site development & landscaping-- -...-350,000 

Fees - 315,000 

S u b t o t a l D - $1 ,518 ,000 

E. TOTAL PftOJECT COST: 

C + D = Tota l E -$3 .637 .750 

* data is based on budget analysis of real facilities * 
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The indirect costs are estimated to be 41-77- of the 

total project cost and the ratio of the direct costs to 

indirect costs is 1-4 to 1. These figures would be more 

cost effective if the entire 7-1 acre site was not 

purchased for the project. Estimating the total builing 

floor area at around 27,500 sq.ft. the following costs 

per square foot were derived: 

(1) *66.50/sq.ft- in terms of direct building cost A 

(2) *77.00/sq.ft. in terms of total building cost C 

(3) $132.00/sq-ft- in terms of total project cost E 
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IX- C0NCLU5IQN5 AND RECOMENDATinN.q 

I first programed a typical proscenium/thrust 

hybrid type theatre, (as demonstrated by the rest of 

this document) but after further thought and development 

of my thesis statement it became necessary to look 

closer at different audience-actor relationships or 

audience activation concepts. This led me to begin 

design of a changeable proscenium/thrust to in-the-round 

all configuration type theatre- But then it was pointed 

out to me that I should decide to design a faci1ity to 

do one thing really well instead of an al1 purpose 

mediocre piece of architecture- This was what was called 

the beauty of a "shark as a perfect killing machine" 

idea. But the program and thesis statement required more 

so I decided to do two different theatres together in 

one complex or centre that would share some operational 

backstage and administrative funtions. Qne was called 

the Classic Theatre (700 seats) and is basica ly as the 

program dictated, the other is known as the Experimental 

Theatre (approximately 400 seats)- The Experimental 

Theatre has a flexible environment where different or 

unconventiona theatrical activities are engaged in-

Theatre requires only a p ace for actors to perform 

where they can be observed by an audience, e.g- pageant 

wagons of street theatre of the middle ages- The overal1 

concept is what I call the "stage within a stage or 
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actors on a stage concept". I viewed the two theatres 

forms as two sculptures (actors or sets) on a podium 

(the stage) . These two f orms took on a character of two 

different kinds of motion. There was the linear in a 

horizontal direction for the Classic Theatre and the 

vertical or flying fashion for the Experimental Theatre. 

In between the two structures on the podium is formed 

what I cal1 the second stage where the audience or 

patrons are brought in from aft-stage and stage-rear as 

if they were actors in a production. Along the perimeter 

of the second stage is a positive and a negative arcade 

which also borders the two theatres- This arcade or 

these arcades also provide a tie between the two 

contrasting forms. Also the negative arcade gives the 

flying i1lusion to the Experimental Theatre. One must 

keep in mind that this design is purposefu ly freeway 

architecture since the majority of viewers will be in 

that situation- Also this is explicitly night-time 

architecture and it is my intention that the buildings 

wQuld be it with the ability to change color focus and 

direction as on a real stage- The podium was oriented to 

the cardinal points so that the western evening sun 

would arrive as would the light from a spotlight on a 

iighting bsam- A minima ist vocabulary was choosen so as 

to not give any one particu ar character that everyone 

could recognize rather it afforded a more personal 

responce or perception to be read into the forms not 

unlike a piece o-f modern art would. 
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Overall I bel eve that the concept is valid and a 

good one but in retrospect î wou d relax its dominance 

to better some of the funtional aspects. Farticualarly 

in the area of pedestrian circulation- Also there was 

some evidence of forced fit in terms of internal 

circulation and spatial re ationships for the sake of 

purity and effect of forms. More consideration of 

operations during rain needed to be p anned for- In 

terms of freeway architecture I feel that the design is 

very sucessfu 1 especial1y with the glass f1ytower and 

changeable night-time ighting scheme but the podium 

could be more developed to the attention of the actual 

human scal e user s upon i t who actual 1 y vi si t the 

theatres. In short I do be ieve that the actors on a 

stage effect was achieved and that a sence of drama or 

theatre is conveyed-
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